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ABSTRACT 
The photometric and bulk parameters of the known and suspected 
satellites of Saturn are presented in updated tables and are compared. The 
surface compositions of all the satellites are discussed in terms of modern 
photometry and spectroscopy; most if not all of the inner bodies have 
water fnnt surfaces. but the outer three satellites have surfaces of 
unknown composition. The few reliable mass values of some inner 
satellites, together with the best current values for the satellite radii, 
suggest mean densities representative of bulk compositions dominated hy 
frozen volatiles. though Titan may have a substantial volume fraction of 
silicates. The special case of lapetus is c o n s i d e d  in the light of new 
studies of its two distinct faces m d  polar cap. 
IXT RODUCTION 
In spite af a superficial resemblance, the satellite system of Saturn is quite 
distinct from that of Jupiter, and is, in fact, unique in the Solar System. This 
review includes a cursory discussion of the dynamics of the satellite system, but 
concentrates on the current stage of understanding of the compositions, masses, 
bulk densities, and interior structures of the known and suspected objects orbiting 
Saturn outside the confines of the rings. The atmospheric composition and structure 
of Titan is left for other papers :., this collection, though the photometric and bulk 
properties of this largest of the satellites a r e  included in the scope of this review. 
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SATURN'S FAhIILY OF SATELLITES 
The search for  and discovery of satellites of Saturn has occupied astronomers 
for over three centuries, and the result of these endeavor3 is a retinue of a t  least ten, 
and p r o b ~  bly more, objects orbiting the planet outside the confines of the ring system. 
The search contiuues to this date and is currently concentrated on the region between 
Mimas and the outer exkrernity of the rings. 
The population of satellites of Saturn includes (1) the small bodies of unknown 
number that appear to exist just outside the rings, (2) s ix satellites, of ivhich Titan 
is by far  the largest, lying in circular orbits in the plane of the rings, (3) two 
irregular satellites, including Hyperion in an eccentric orbit at very nearly the 4:3 
commensurability with Titan, and Iapetus with an inclined but nearly circular orbit, 
and (4) Pho be in a highly inclined retrograde orbit. In this paper we consider the 
physical properties of all  these bodies. 
Before examining the details of the Saturn satellites, we must first consider 
the evidence for the existence of the most recently discovered members of the family, 
those orbiting just exterior to the rings. From photographic observations made at the 
time of the 1966 passage of the earth through the ring plane, Dollfus (1967 a,  b) 
announced the discovery of a probable satellite (Janus, S 10) near the extremity of the 
ring system, and the presence of a new object was confirmed by Texereau (1967) and 
Walker (1967). Fountair, and Larson (1978) have studied some of the original ?hob- 
graphs by Dollfus, Texerenu, and Walker, plus data acquired at the Lunar and 
Planetary Laboratory at the time of ring-plane p s s a g e  (Figure I), and have shown 
evidence for a small object in addition to Janus, though na name has so far  been 
proposed for it. Aksnes and Franklin (1978) analyzed the available photographs 
independently and concluded that the orbital chzracteristics of Janus should still be 
regarded a s  questionable, a s  should those of the Fountain/Larson object because 
unique orbits cannot be computed from the sparse observations available. While 
Fountain and Larson (1978) suggest even another object in addition to Janus and S 11, 
Aksnes and Franklin find the evidence uncompelhg. The latter authors conclude 
that whatever the exact identities and orbits of the objects might be, ll. . . the efforts 
of Dollfus, F~unta in  and Larson have seemingly established the important fact that 
the region just outside ring A may well contain several bodies in nearby orbits - a 
sort of highly attenuated, large-particle 'ring1 near the Roche limit. " 

Table 1. OrMtal h t a  for the Satellites of Saturn 
Satellite 
a 
Eccenmby hH&nC) (- Pays) 
11 No name 
10 banus 
1 w s  
2 Eneeladus 
3 Tethys 
4 mane 
5 R b a  
6 Titan 
7 Hyperion 
a- 
9 mbe 
!variable d 
Eastern eiougation 1966 Ckt 29.596 ET 
Data from Morrison and Cruikshank (1974) except tbose for S 11, wbich come fnom 
Fountain and L a r m  (1978). 
THE DYNAMICS OF THE SATELLITE SYSTEM 
b e n t  studies of the dynamics of the system of Saturn's satellites have 
explored oid and new ideas in great detaf 1 and need not be repeated here. The review 
by Greenberg 0977) clarified the que-Jon of orbital resonances in the Saturn system 
a s  they pertain to orbital evolution, wMle the review by Kovalevsky and Sagnier (1977) 
considered details of the orbital motion of these and the other natural satellites. 
Burns (1977) considered the effects of tides and of accretion drag in the evolution of 
satellite orbits, while Peale (1977, 1978) bas recently addressed tb? nature and evo- 
hition of the Titan-Hyperion commensurability. 
The 1:2 resona Ice in the Mimas:Tethys orbital periods and tne 1:2 resonance 
in the Eace1adus:Dione pir  have permitted mass determinations of r).cse four bodies, 
Table 2. Light C m e  Data for Saturn's Satellites 
dV Light Curve Satellite Sources da Amplitude Omin emax Remarks 
AV 
11 (Xo name) 1 - - - - -So 
informat ion 
No 
information 
More data 
needed 
confirmatioc 
needed 
Not wetl 
cwermioed 
Well 
established 
6 Titan 
7 Japetus W e l l  
esta blisbed 
9 Hyperion 
9 Phoebe More data 
required 
Source Code 
1. Fodntain and Larson (1978) 
2. Dams (1967) 
3. Nrsnes and Franklin (1978) 
4. Franz (1975) 
5. Koutchmy and Lamy (1974) 
6. Frrnz and llfiilis (1975) 
7. 3icCord rt aL (1971) 
8. Blair and Owen (1974) 
9. %land et d- (1974) 
10. Harris (1961j 
11. Blanco and "at3 hno (1971) 
12. Millis (1973) 
13. Blorrison et d 4975) 
14. Xndersson (1976) 
15. Adersson, Degewij and Zellner 
(1978) 
16. Franklin and Cook (1974) 
- - 
*&pending on polar ads  tilt at epoch of observation. 
**Larger value corresponds to dark face (8 = 90") and smaller value corresponds 
to bright face (8  = 270"). 
tbugh the precision i s  bar. Titan dominates the pair TWm:Hyperfoa so that oaly the 
eEed of the l a y e s t  sateUte oa the smallest can be obstmed, resulting in a mrrss 
value b r  Tim alone. 
Tbc motbn GE hpefils is affected a*t equaUy by tbe sun and Saturn, and is 
also iafhnaced by massive Titan. T k  retrograde orbit of Pbebe is slig&ly per- 
tur&d by t!ie svli a d  dqsuts  slimly from an ellipse. 
PHOTOMETRY OF THE Sr\Tt'm SArELldTES 
The goals of @dometric studies of r planetary satellite a m  (1) to senrch for 
dues b, tbe surface ~nnps i t ion  and the microstructure 31 the body, (8 b deter- 
mine the m t i m  -*riod from the peridcities in t b  light curve induced by zonal 
M- @&e&j inbormzgeneities, @) to d m  inferaces on tbe distribrtioa of 
a- features tbat may be dated to ttbe satellite's rotatiooal histom or that can 
lead t3 a ndimeatarq- map of the surface, and (4) to determine either the bdy's 
radius or surface ernmetric ah& when the other parameter is larom. 
The first goal is most ,catfsSwtorily met by spectmphdometry or spectro- 
scopy, and the results of this a-ork h r  tbe Saturn sakUites wi l l  be discussed bebn. 
in this section we d d e r  tbe resub of photometric studies af the notation of 
satellites and the changes in gbbl brigkness related to chaoging solar phase angle. 
Photometric studies of tbose satellites that lie at suEficient angular s e w i o n  
from Sturn to permit precise measurements from gmund-based telescopes bve  
s b s m  orbital phase angle variaticrns in tk brightness (c'-mag) ranging from less than 
2 percent flitan) tn a factor of more than five (lapebus) with a sinusoida! or near 
ainusoidal pattern bviag tbe same period as the orbital period Mith the possible 
exception of Hyperim aoted helow). These observations have been reviewed by 
Morrison and Cruikshank (1974) aod Veverka (1977) in the context of similar measure- 
meats of satellites of other planets. and the patterns are similar for the Bwr Galilean 
satellites of Jupiter, though the amplitude of the variation in V of Japetus is uniquely 
bas''- 
The mcasuremeat of orbital pbase angle ( 8 )  varhtioas in tbe brigbtaess qf 
satellites must necessarily be made over a period of many days, during which time 
the solar phase angle (a) varies. For dark objects, or dark portions of s p U d  
satellites, the solar p b s e  coefficient is different from that of bright surfaces or part8 
of surfaces. The solar pbase curve at the V wavelength (0.56 pm) has a linear pr- 
tion at a > 5.. of abut d l T / d a  = 0.02 mag deg-I for both dark and bright surfaces, 
In~t for cr i 5*, &.,'rLr is somewhat larger for dark surfaces and nearly unchanged for 
bright surfaces. This is, of course, a qualitqtive description of the oppositiorr 
effect. o r  brightness surge seen on airless bodies hsving irregular surface micro 
and macrostructures when viewed at small phase snglee. The opposition effect is 
depedent  on albedo, and to some degree, oa a o b r  oi the satelate, asteroid, sod 
p h n e t a q  surfaces. \'twerka1s (1977) dt~cussion of this property of satellite -rfaces 
observed from the Earth i s  especially lucid and relevant in the present context. 
With a sufncient quaatity of observations the effects of changiag a and 8 can be 
separated, tbwgh b r  the cuter planets where the obse rv~b le  range of a is small, the 
distbdion of the two effects is more difficult. Saturn's s t e l l i t e s  are observable 
over a mqge of a b u t  C-*. so h k  tbe establishment of the eloct magnitude of the 
opposition srrrge on top of tbe acrmal linear phase coefficied r-res a large number 
of high-quality data. As wced bebtv, the only Saturn satellites for which the solar 
p&ase fuactioos are adequately lumm a r e  Titan, Rhea and lapstus, 
Tbe question of tbe information content of the sohr phase functiou has recently 
been reviewed by Vevexica (1977). Bormwing free15 from Veverba's stud!-. we mte 
that t!w W s e  function depends on (1) the effextive scattering phase function and 
albedo for the sitigle particles comprising the surface, Q )  the shadow-ing function of 
a s i r face  elemeat detetwtined by small-scale testure, aod (3) the iarge-scale shadow- 
ing fuccUc18 resulting imm surface topography, such a s  cra ters  and mountains. 
While unique surface pmperties cannot be derived directly from the observed phase 
£unction, satellites wit3 the roughest surface structures on both micro and macro 
scale would kc e-qwctucl to have the largest phase coefficieats. and fur those surfaces 
in  which multiple scattering is significant (such a s  fmats) the phase coefficient is 
less than b r  3 .surface in v-hich single scattering dominates. The nonlinear opposi- 
tion effect is most pronounced in h-albedo pulverized s u r h c e s  where shadowing 
am single scattering a r e  dominant. Bright powders also show an opposition effect, 
but it  i s  less than in dark powders, and is most pronounced a t  extremely small phase 
angles. Various analytical models of the opposition effect and phase functions of 
pllverized materials are reb-imed in some detail by Veverka (1977). 
Adequate determinations of the orbital phase angle variations or mtation 
curves, in various calors, have been obtained for Tcthys, Dione, Rhea, and Iapetus 
(e.g., Nolaad et d-, 1934); cbservations of the innermost satellites a r e  especially 
dfficult because of the proximity to the bright rings and planet, whrle the faint outer 
satellites can be measured only with very large telescopes. Figure 2 (from Soland 
et $. 1974) s)nws the y (5470 A) curves for two satellites after removal of the solar 
phase -tion; the ordinates are pWed in stellar magnitudes, where 
A l l  those satellites for wbich the orbital phase curve has been satisfactorily 
oherved show a rotation period synchronous with the period of revolutio% around the 
planet, as is expected from mtational dynamics. Hyperion may be an e-weption 
inasmuch as the scanty data available suggest a double maximum a d  minfmr\m in une 
revolution a d  Saturn, but this can also be explained a s  a shape factor (asteroids 
commonly sbow double maxima and minima in one rotation). This carmot be regarded 
as a firm conclusion because of the very few data available (Andersson 1974, Degewij 
et d, 1978). The rotation of Woebe may nd be sqnchronous witb the revolution 
period , but there are m dah relevant to this problem, The 550. (-day period of 
Orbital Phase 8 
Fg~f f  ,' % r t d  $hmrIrx rmIOI I6~1  of Rh!d uwd Dwv I# tbz y kd 7.k dtd 
rmr /v Rho II g n a  b~ J = 9.72 - 0.10 1m8. mdjw DIOW 4 = 10.44 - 
d.09 11. 6. 7'k a + h r  ./ tk W~RIIE& na J& p h  argh UJ, -4 by r~rmg 
 hart aw-wnt 0.025 u d  O . i W  aaag & I. mpaf~rrfj. Frar horrrrcu and 
crrtbch& 19'4). *rd/m &mar#a~ 6) Ndud n al. (1974 j .  
Phoebe makes an observational study of the rotation quite difficult unless the rotation 
period of the satellite is on the order  of several hours, a s  is expected if i t  is not 
synchronously locked to the motion around Saturn. The innermost satellites (Sll, 
Janus) can be observed only under very rare conditions, a s  noted earlier, and hfimas 
and Enceladus can normally be observed only at e!ongations, s o  the observational 
conformation of the virtually certain synchro~aus lotation will he difficult to achieve. 
The nonuniformities in the brightness and color of a satellite that yield the 
lightcurve often show a symmetry with respect to the leading aud trailing hemispheres 
of a sj~chronously Mat ing body. "Leiding" is used in the sense of the hemisphere In 
the direction of the satellite's orbital mation around the planet; the leading bemisphere 
is that viewed from Earth a t  eastern elongation ( 8 = 90°) of the satellite with respect 
to its primary. The leading-trailing a s ~ m m e t r y  is c!early seen in photometry of the 
Galilean satellites of Jupiter and of Iapetus, as well a s  several other satellites of 
Saturn. In Table 2 a r e  given lightcurve d a b  for the Saturn satellites a s  well a s  the 
best available values for dV/da. In the Table. 9 ,in corresponds b the orbital phase 
angle where the satellite is faintest, and omax to maximum brightness. For many of 
the satellites these parameters are not well b w n  because of a paucity of data. 
A significant point is that some satellites have darker trailing hemispheres 
and others have darker leading hemispheres. Iapetus is the prime example of the 
htter, a s  noted below, and Enceladus may share this property, though to a much 
lesser degree. Tethys, Mone, and Rhea appear to have darker trailing hemispheres, 
though cormborating data a r e  needed. The leading-trailing asymmetries have led to 
interesting speculation on their causes, k t  there a r e  still no adequate e-xplanations, 
especially Bor the great contrast :n the two hemispheres of Iapetus. The Galilean 
satellites of Jupiter also e.xhibit significant rotational curves, but the alignment with 
the leading 2nd trailing hemispheres is most distinct for Europa. 
The rotation curve of Titan, a s  noted above, shows an extremely small ampli- 
tude at the *:*avelengths at s-hich i t  has been observed, presumably owing to the 
satellttc's cloudy, o r  at least deep, atmosphere. It i s  possible that the methane 
atmosphere of Titan exhibits zonal inhomogeneitied, a s  does the atmosphere of Neptune 
(Cruikshank 1978). and tbat the rotational curve can be determined from observations 
with filters centered in strong methane absorption bands in the  near infrared. The 
required studies should be performed in order  to ascertain if the inhomogeneities 
exist, if they change on an observable time scale, and to determine if  the atmosphere 
rotates with the same period a s  the (presumably) synchronously rotating solid 
satellite. 
SERFACE COMPOSITIOW OF THE SATELLITES OF SATURN 
Multi-color photometry (see Table 3) of the satellites of Saturn, has yielded 
information on their d a c e  compositions. Leaving aside variations in the colors as a 
function of a and 8, broad- and narrow-band photometry in  the spectral regions where 
compositional information occurs as a result of absorption in the constituents of the 
surfaces, has, in the past few yews,  led us + , a fairly satisfactory understanding of 
the surface compositions of Sour of the inner satellites plus the bright hemisphere 
of Iapetus. UBV and other visible region photometry (Harris 1961, McCord et d.. 
1971, Noland et d ,  1974), though carefully done, gave only clues to the composition 
of the inner satellites flethys, Dione, Rhea, d Iapetus) because the relevant com- 
positional information lies further into the infrared. Broadband UBV photometry of 
the more difficult satellites, Hyperion and Phoebe, has also been accomplished 
(Andersson 1974, Degewij et d, 1977) with significant results, but the infrared work 
on these bodies is in i t s  infancy, chiefly a s  a result of their faintness. 
Xarrow-band photometry of four satellites obtained by McCord et d- (1971) is 
shown in Figure 3, where the data a r e  presented normalized to intensity equal 1.0 a t  
wavelength 0.56 p m; this normalization was necessary at the time the data were 
acquired because the diameters and geometric albedos of the satellites were not known. 
While some variations a r e  seen from satellite to satellite, and there may even be 
broad absorption features, notably a t  about 0.57 pm o r  longer wavelengths for some 
objects, the spectra a r e  largely uninterpretable. They do show, however, that the 
sharp brightness decrease in the violet seen on many other solar system bodies 
(e. g., Mars, Mercury, the Moon, the Jovian satellites, and the rings of Saturn) is 
largely absent on the satellites for which data were obtained. This is significant 
because the rings of Saturn, now known to be similar in composition to Tethys, Dione, 
and Rhea, do show the steep violet absorption, and questions ar i se  a s  to the differ- 
ences among these surfaces. 
In Figure 4 a r e  shown photometric results in tire near infrared where solid 
s u r h c e s  of ices and mineral assemblages s h o ~  stronger and more diagnostic a b s o r p  
tions than in the visible region of the spectrum. The simplest interpretation of 
Figure 4 comes from the comparison of the Saturn satellites with the Jovian satellites, 
two of which (Europa and Ganymede) a r e  known to have partial covers of water ice 
(cf. hlorrison and Cruikshank 1974 and Morrison and Burns 1977). The photometry of 
the Saturn satellites closely mimics that of Ganymede, from which it  was concluded 
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(Morrison et ul . ,  1976), that Tethys, D i o ~ e ,  Rhea, and the bright hemisphere of 
Iapetw have a t  least partial coverings of water frost a t  a low temperature presumably 
in equilibrium with the solar insolation. 
This conclusion was reached nearly simultaneously (but published first) by 
Fink et al. (19761, who obtained the remarkable first  infrared spectra of the same 
satellites. Their spectra, together with a stellar comparison, a r e  shown in Figure 5, 
and in Figure 6 a r e  shown the ratios of the satellite spectra to the comparison. Those 
deep absorptions a t  1.6 and 2.0 pm in the spectra of Iapetus, Rhea, Dione, and 
Tethys a r e  clearly a result of water ice absorption, a s  shown b3- the laboratory 
comparison and the accompanyiilg spectrum of Sati~rn's rings. 
Thus, the presence of water ice is ciearly established on the surfaces of Rhea, 
Dione, Tethys, and the bright hemisphere of Iapetus. The fact that Hhea, Dione, and 
Tdhys  show relatively small variations of brightness with 0 (Figure 2) suggests that 
the areal  distribution of water frost o r  ice is more o r  less  uniform. 
Although fully satisfactory infrared spectra have not yet been obtained for  the 
other.satellites o r  the dark hemisphere of lapetus, J H K  photometry of Enceladus, 
Hyperion, and darker Iapetus has given some interesting results. The spectrum of 
Iapetus (Morrison et aL, 1976) is similar to that of Callisto. The reflectivity of 
Enceladus is shown in Figure 7 in comparison with data for ice-covered Rhea, plus 
four ,)ther satellites (Cruikshank et al., 1977). The similarity of Enceladus to Rhea 
has led Cruikshank et  d., to conclude that this small satellite is similarly water-frost 
covered, a result corroborated by a new spectrum (1.9-2.6 pm) of Enceladus 
obtained by Cruikshank (1979) in 1973. 
The reflectance of IIyperion appears to be quite another problem. As shown 
in Figure 7 i t  resembles not Enceladus and Rhea, but bvo satellites of Uranus and 
Neptune's Triton. As pointed out by Cruikshank et al. (1977), the reflectance charac- 
terized by Hyperion and the others does not appear to represent volatiles, and these 
objects constitute a class different from the groups into which most of the other 
satellites of the solar system fall. The reflectance class, of which Hyperion is a 
member, is shown in relation to the other recognized classes in Figure 8 (from 
Cruikshank et al. 1977), and the membership and probzble natures of these classes 
a r e  described in Table 4. 
Cruikshank and C. B. Pilcher succeeded in obtaining a low-resolution 
infrared spectrum of Hyperion with the Kitt Peak 4-m telescope in 1976, in the 
region 1.4 - 2.6 pm (see Figure 9), but the reflectance of the satellite, while bearing 
microns 
f t p r c  5 .  Near infarrJjpeclrd ojSarum's ~a t t l l t t e~  and tho rlnp,  rhtnr,ing mtdua1ahrsrprron.r ~ttrtkutedto 
iciattrf;v~t or ~ce. From F r d  et a!.  t 1976) 
Figfire 6 .  Ratio swra of the rateIIite~ 4Rd nngj r f  Saturn ~ h m ~ l n g  abj~'p t ion~ attrrbuted to w t e r b ~ t  
w ire. From Fin4 ec d. (19761. 
;P 0.9 + 57 nywr~on 
U3 Tlton~o 
v U4 Oberon 
N l  Triton 
0.5 1 .0 1.3 2 0 2.5 
V J t i  K 
WAVELENGTH, pm 
F~gur t  7 .  I~tjrurrrl r~~fi,.tdtrie ~pc'rrd ojthrrr ju t t l l~ t r~  
u/ S~t l t r i l .  ?'rrton, 7 f tuvw.  und O h n .  Fmnr 
Crrtrk.rl~n.4 et al. ( 1977 I .  
F2gui-e 8 .  Rtflrc-1anc.t~. norrw/:;er/ 41 1'. 01 first 
cilttpriti r,/~o/ar ~ y t ~  brdzr.r. T h  iutcgorro ~ n d  l k r t  
r,rmmbm are rdznrr&J m 7..,i.lt 4. 
Table r .  Reflectance Classes of Solar System Bodies 
- . --. 
Average Reflectance 
Relative to J ( A  = 1.25 pm) 
Grmp Members of G ~ G u ~  Surface Composition - 
a V a~ a K 9 L 
A 19 Evaporite salts ? 0.69 1.10 1 . 8  0.96 
B Callisto Rock 0.69 1.02 0.99 0.35 
C Hyperion, Titania, 
Qberon, Triton 
D Ganymede, Enceladus, H 2 0  ice (frost) + 0.94 0.75 0.60 0.11 
Tethys, Dione, Rhea, neutral material 
Iapetus (trailing) 
E Europa, Rings of H20 ice (frost) 0.88 0.58 0.35 0.04 
Saturn 
F Pluto CH4 ice (frost) 0.92 0.94 0.57 c0.36 
- Asteroids 88, 511 [C-type asteroids] - 1.16 1.23 - 
- Asteroids, 5, 6, 7, [S-type asteroids] - 1.13 1.09 - 
116, 433 
- Asteroid 64 [E-type asteroid] - 1.08 1.09 - 
a superficial resemblance to water frost, is not immediately identifiable. In particular, 
the upturn in reflectance at the extreme long wavelength end of the spectrum, 
if real, i s  atypical of water frost, and in fact precludes the p::esence of a substantial 
H 2 0  frost component on the surface. Additional data a r e  needed, not only for 
Hyperion, but for Triton and the other two members of the class of which they a r e  
members in common. The Hyperion spectrum resembles that of volatiles r. ther 
than asteroids o r  any known meteorites (Gaffey 1976), but the identificatim from a 
spectrum of such low resolution and insufficient precision i s  not easy. UBV photom- 
etry of Hyperion (Dcgewij et al. 1977) shows this satellite to be distinct from the dark 
asteroids, including Trojans. 
The only relevant data on Phoebe's surface composition a r e  contained in UBV 
photometry obtaiczd by Degewij et al. (1977) (Figure 10). In a UBV color plot Phoebe 
clusters together with Himalia and E h r a  (J6 and J7), which a r e  very dark objects 
(Cruikshank 1977). As is seen in r : : ~  figures, Phoebe and the Jovian satellites form 
a small group quite separate from the Trojans (also very dark; Cruikshank 1977) and 
other asteroids of low albedo, and fall generally within the field in the UBV color plot 
occupied by C-type asteroids. 
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Figure 9. P r t f ; m & a ~ )  , ifrand jpatrnm 0, t iperton r~ttotd 19 Tktrl h. Tht 
ra-ond pawl /rrmr tlx t g  J ~ u ~ ;  rhr :nJlriduui &ru f i iarr  u,rth m r  br,. dnd tk 
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prtpurul~on j. 
The c.tm~~.msitiana of l l inrss,  Junus. ;and t h e  poasiblt~ Sl1 a r e  mmplcte l ;  
unkmtr? fmm direct  obcien-etbns, t tmugh inferences nlidzt be made con the  basis of 
the known f n w t  tr-rn~position of the r ings  and tile salellitec neartn- these tlrrtw ludies. 
AUmas and Janus  lie in a region of special interest  because of the great  difference in 
reflecktncc between the rings and satellite* Tethys, DLor:e. and Rhea. spifical?\- 
the violet turn-down it1 the  r ing spectrum, a s  r w t ~ d  abol-r. Lr.br>fsk:. and Feglr\ 
;??56) swgge.-! thqt the  violet abcjorption in the ring spectrum resx l t s  from s o l a r  
uitr:~v+olc i ' rr:~di; !ion ur trapped 1j;irticlc hmbnrtinrc~nt of poly sulfide o r  s t h e r  
i1~1puri6t.s '- 3ce r ing f ros t ,  \vith the impiicntion th:n such inlpurit ics &I not occur  
in the f r o s t s  of f3e  sntellitt* surfaces,  o r  that t he  t~?mbzrding par t ic les  in the 
vicixdty of S~hrt-n (either p3st or pre-sent) do not estend spatially outward t o  the 
neighkorhmi of the snwlli tcs.  ~ w c t r o p k t ~ t o n ~ c t r i c  ob.semations of Blinlss and 
J:urus n r e  thus of qwcinl  tniercst in o r k r  to  f iswrts in  (1) if they are composed 
of wnter f ros t ,  nnd if the f ros t  sh.n\-s rfidintion d;?m.%e s i m i l a r  to  the rings. 
where  r is the r ~ d i u s  of thc  object, Y i s  thr \'-mag o f  thc Sun (usually taken as 
0 
-26.77). 4' is the t-isiblt* gtwnletrir :ilbcd(), I< is rhc distance of tiw s a ~ c l l i t e  fmnl  
the  &Sun, and J is i t s  4:st:lncc fronl thc E n ~ - t i ~  (:ti- o ! ~ s t ' ~ ~ t - r ) .  \' is r t % ; ~ s o ~ ? a I ~ l ~  \vt>!1 
0 
k~lotvn for  most of thc ~ a t ~ l 1 i t c . s .  tpJt thc ('c)rnplt:ttion O C  r o r  p r t q u i r e s  knswledge of v 
one o r  the other. 
\\':I\ the largest t c l c s ~ v p c s  in thr* firlc*-t;t st8ving c.ivi3itit)ns. ;tic disks o i  :he 
sztell i tes of &qturn :ire ac.c:tsionnlly discc-rnable. ;rnd in 1!54 Kuiper publistled his 
mrasurcnlt*nts of thc dinn1ctrar.s of E n ~ ~ L q d u s ,  L)ic)nc. 'rctliys. LZhcn, l'itnn, 2nd 
hyctus,  aradc with :I vi..;u:ll diskmctcr on thc 1 1 ~ 1 ~ ~  5-111 t t ~ 1 c 8 s ~ o ~ .  (%her nrcasurc- 
ments ol' thc dinmctttrs of the S:lrlr::~ s:atcllitcs hnvv h*can mndc by m o r e  or l e s s  direct  
rnuans. in 1954, Elliot rt d. (1975) obacr\ td thc ocr iilt.~tions of scvzral  s ;~ tc l l i t e s  by 
'he da rk  limb of thc* moon ;ind nic:i,iurcd thr- tinit* r ~ ~ l u i r c d  1;)r ~ * ~ ~ i n c t i ~ n  of the light 
f ~ v m  the satc.llitcs with rl hill;!~-spt*~d ~ tk) lon l~* tc r .  L'hc l u t c ~ r  occult:~tic>n technique 
gives thc highcst intt-insic :i~*ciir:i~y of tllc' nlr.;lh>db so I;rr. us td ,  but the intcrpretation 
of the results depends on a model of the b d g b e s s  distribution across tbe surface of 
tbe occulted object, a model depede& on both the spatial distributioa of &rf a d  
brig& materials Bfro& and rock. br e-xample) and the limb d.dwnhghrigbte&tmg of 
the Itlalt- The ideWficathm of water fmst oo the surfaces cf several of the satellites 
bas a i d 4  in estabkhing tbe limb brighteaing coefficierrts used in modeling tbe 
b-ness dilributhon (e. g. Veverka et d, 1978). Double-image micmmetric 
measurements bave also been made with large teiescdpes ( l h l h s  1970) using rare 
moments orC excellent seeing and image &Knition when the disks of the satellites are 
discernible. In addition, photometric measureme* of the thermal fhues of six 
satellites bave been used to derive "radiomctnc" diameters- All of these results are 
colkted in Table 5 together with similar determinatinus of the radii of the Galllean 
satellites a d  Tritoa for comparison. 
Bejoml tbe measurements of the type described above, nooe others have beea 
successfully applied, though the techniques of speckle interferometry and fringe 
interferometry can in priaciple be used b r  further independent determinations. 
Diameters of planetary satellites can be caldated from agoumsd values of 
For e-xampk if we allow that tbe surface of Enceladus is covered with water 
fmst, as deduced fmm tbe i n fn red  photometry, we can assume that the albedo lies 
in tbe range of that of ather ice-covered satellites, such as Eum~o, Canymede, 
Rhea, etc., or about 0.40 - 0.65. Tbe radius is then in the range 295 - 375 km. The 
fmst-cover assumption may be quite valid tor Jams,  Sl l ,  and Mimas by analogy with 
the rings and tbe next several satellites, but it is not valid Sor Titan, Hyperion, the 
dark side of Iapetus, o r  Woebe. 
The photom&ric/radiometric method of radius determination in fad yields the 
geometric albedo if certain assumptions are made about the infrared emissivity of 
the surface and the phase integral of the satellite. The radius is then computed from 
pV and Vo. The sensitivity of the phobmetric/radiometric method to uncertainties in 
the values of various parameters has been discussed by Morrison (1977). Assembled 
in Table 6 a r e  the '"accepte#* radii and corresponding values of % for several of the 
.%turn satellites. For the remaining satellites, the radii a r e  calculated from assumed 
albedos, and these values a r e  enclosed in parentheses. In this table, V(1.0) corre- 
sponds tc the V-mag at unit distance from the sun and earth and seen a t  a = 0". with 
no allowance £or an opposition surge in brightness at smzll phase angles, but with the 
dV/da indicated in Table 2. 
Tsblc 5. Various k t e r m i n ; ~ t i o n s  of Satellite Diameters 
O ~ ~ u l t ; ~ r i o o  Hldiun~ct ric l h b l u  Image Accepted 
Obj wt iXskmctt.r ibdiss  Kadius lbdius lhdius Radius 
(km! &mi (Irm! brm) 6m) 
--- -- -- 
t:ncr.hdils @2) 2 75 - - - - 
Tcth! s (S3) 113 2 0  -?;fi (1) - 520 LC;$ 
Dione (SI) 110 415 275 575 ~ 1 0 0  6) - 500 * 120 
I U W ~  @5) $29 790 =45!1'; SO0  t 125 fi. 7) - 800 1100 
Titan 2290 2915 225 2 1 0 0 ~ 1 5 0  ') 2425 -150 '"' 2900 -.2W 
t{!-pcrion (Si) - - 19) f :(lo) - 112 : 15 
h p e t ~ ~  pd)  ti i 0  ;25 : 100 (2) S35 -75 725 =lO 
h (Jl) 1650 182025 (3) - 173, : -- ra (131 1328 210 
Eun3p  (52, 1420 Cq) - 
- (51 1550 = ' i ~ ( ~ "  1500 ~ 1 0 0  
Gan>rnede (53) 2460 2635 - l a  - 
- 100 2775 r65 'IS' 2635 125 
Callisto (54) 2290 - - 255d i -'(13' A a 2500 t 150 
- - 1) ... (11) - (14) Triton ( X i )  1900 1-b.4 2200 500 
i c a -  9 .  -W 1 .tlucs @v..n a r e  those m m p l t d  for 3 L 1 m h - t  
!i-!?-r!a rkenrd ~ 1 d t . 1 .  'i'k u~riio rm-disk oltxjel yields radii 10- 15 percent 
sm.ttler tt\r~n those given h r c .  'fbx= v;~lur.s m b u l t t d  hcre  a r t  n,undcd off f rom 
:hsc nctunlly given by t:llior .-! al. 
@'yeL-Crb &*t al. (1?7$\ 
43'<lflxar\ and r:m F L ~ n d r m  ,1972). See also Ta!-lor (1972) and discussion in 
Jlcrriaon and C'ruikshank (1974). 
'I' h s c d  OD n~utual  oc.c.i\ltratio~~~ of tlw C;slilcan satellites (;!kstles and Franklin. 
1974; \'t-r~nillion ct ni. 1974). 
(5'~arlson pt pi. (1973). 
("11orrison (l!ji-t). 
(7'11urphy et 01. (1972). !"\v. 31. Sinton. p r i r r t r  rwmmunir:ttion (1975). Jrr also l ow  and Ri&e (1971). 
' " ~ r u i k s b n k  1197db). 
'lo';~orrisc>n ct ol. (1975). 
( l l ) ~ r u i k s k t l u  4.1 01. (1975). 
( 1 2 ' ~ l ~ u s  (1970). 
(13)m*rllfus (1970), IIorriso11 :md Cruilishank (1974). 
( l ' ) ~  ruikshnnk and Stockton (1978 ). 
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Tabb 6. h l k  Pammcters of the SateUtee of Saturn 
1 aamas 
e l b c d a u b  
3 T-s 
4IHoae 
5- 
6TiEan 
7Hpperhoo 
8- 
9 -be 
10 saraus 
l l -  
Values in parentbeecs are edimated on the b i s  of an assumed ice o r  frost-covered 
sunlilce. 
MASSES AND MEAN DENSITIES 
The masses of five of the satellites in the resonance pairs Mimas: Tethys, 
Enceladus:Mone, and Titan:Hyperion, have been determined from observations of 
the mutual gravitational interactions. Tbe values in Table 6 a r e  from the review by 
Duncornbe et d (1974). While Ilwmcombe et al. give mass values for Rhea, Hyperion, 
Iapetus, and Phoebe taken from the literature, they cannot be considered reliable 
enough Bor inchrsion in the table; this conclusion was adopted by Rforrison and 
Cruikshank (1974) in their review, and more recently by hlorrison et d. (1977) in an 
updated consideration of the same material. 
Mean d a d t i e s  of the satellites a r e  calculated from tbe adopted radii and 
masses, but only for Tethys, Dione, and Titan can these densities be given much 
credence. The formal calculations of density of Enceladus gives a value less than 
1.0, wMcb is considered unlikely. A composition of mostly frozen volatiles is con- 
sistent with mean densities on the order of 1 - 1.5 g an-', ae noted below, but for 
most of the Saturn system of satellites these basic parameters are still largely 
unknown. If masses are required for dynamical computations, the best values might 
-3 be calculated f :om an assumed mean density of 1 - 1.5 g cm using the estimated radii 
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given in the table, a t  least for the inner satellites. Hyperion, Iapetus, and Phoebe 
may be exlcepticms, but &re is no relevant information presently available. 
THE SPECL4L CASE OF IAPETUS 
The problem of the large range of brightness of Iapetus between eastern and 
western elongations was soived by Sfurphy et al. (1972). who showed that thermal 
emission was maximum when the visible brightness was at a minimum, that is, the 
visible and thermal "lightcurves" are anticorrelated. The brightness variations are 
therefore a result of nonuniform albedo rather 4an a shape factor, and subsequent 
work by Morrison et aL (1975) provided a detailed (but unique only to first order) solu- 
tion to the distribution of dark and bright areas on the satellite surface. From a new 
analysis of early and recent photometry of Iapehs, plus observations of the thermal 
flux throughout an orbit, Morrison ct al, (1975) derived an albedo distribution map, 
shown in Figure 11, that satisfactorily accounts for the visual l i gh t cwe  seen a t  
various aspects. The distribution of albedo shown in Figure 11 ie not unique in that 
(small) variations may occur across the bright face and across the dark face. In 
order to reproduce the observed lightcurves, a polar cap of bright material intruding 
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on the dark faoe was necessary, as were darker limbs on the bright face. The amrage 
geometric albeQ of ths bright face must be about 0.35 and that of the dark £ace abut 
0.05 in order to yield the observed thermal fluxes, and the phase integral for the 
bright side must lie in the rangle 1.0 - 3.5. An artistic rendition of the albedo map is 
shown in Figure l2. Ihe thermal (20 y m) obsemtbons at different orbital phase 
angles (Aforrisoa et d, 1975) a m  shown in Figure 13, together with model curpies for  
~ ~ s a f t b p h a s e  int gral, a n d t h e ~ l i g h & c u r v e f r o m t h r e e d i f f e ~  A 
obgervers is shown in Figure 14. 
A near analysis of the occultation lightcurve of Iapehs by Ve .erka et aL (1978) 
cmrabmtes the Morrison et d 0975) model requiring approximately, but not exactly, 
a two-hemisphere albedo disWbutiapl. Veverka et d, suggest that the dark hemisphere 
shaars no limb da&enbg (similar to the mom), but that the bright hemisphere exhibits 
limb ddcening a c c e  to the Minnaert relationship (Veverka et a& equation 2). With 
the Umb darkdng axHicient and the time duration of the occultation, Vevellka et al., Corn- 
pde the dfameter of the satellite, and then the albedo of the bright hemisphere (Elliot 
et a l ,  1978). The di-r is that given in  Tables 5 and 6, while the geometric albedo is 
+Om 20 ibe dark hemisphere is then pv = 0.11 -O. OJ. PV = O. * -o.l(j* +0*04 ~ 0 t h  vaiues are 
appreciably higher than t h e  &rived by hiorrison et $. (1975). The higher albedo 
derived by Veverka et ol, and Elliot et aL for the dark hemisphere does not appear to 
be sufficiently low to produce the infrared thermal fiux measured by Morrison et d 
(1975). though the bright hemisphere albedos derived in both studies are adequately 
included in the r = e  expecW for water frost, 
Tbe question of the polar cap has been further studied by Alillis (1977) who has 
continued the photoelectric photometry of Iapetus in recent years as the aspect angle 
changes. The inclination of the satellite's orbit to the ring plane, though it amounts to 
less tban 15". results in a small change in aspect from year to year such t b t  in the 
intend 1970 to the present the s w t h  pole is tilting out of view. As a result, the 
integrated brightness of the dark (leading) side has decreased in the past fewT years, as 
shown in Millis' photometry in Figure 15. Concurrently, the thermal flux of the dark 
side is increasing (Cruikshank 1979, in preparation) as less bright material is exposed. 
We noted earlier that the composition of the material on the bright face of 
Iapetus is at least partially water froat. The composition of the dark material on the 
lead- face is unknown, but its reflectance from broadband filter photometry in the 
near infrared appears to resemble that of Callisto. Callistofs surface mineralogy is 
not yet understood, but the presence of bound water has been revealed by infrared 
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spectrophotometry near 3 pm (Lebofsky 1977, Pollack et al., 1977, and Cruikshank 
et aL, 1977). This absorption aiso occurs in certain dark asteroids (Pallas and Ceres) 
brrt ncr! in T.'e~tz lrniikshank 2nd Gaffey 1978, in preparation). The bound water band 
should be sought on lapetus, and this problem i s  within present observational capabilities 
with narrow-bmc? filters. Discrete mineral absorptions should also be sought, but it  
should be noted that such observations must be made at the exact time of eastern elonga- 
tion so that the feeble light from the dark surface materials i s  not contaminated with the 
bright 1-eflected light from the ice and snow. This requirement places a rigid constraint 
on an already difficult observatio~al problem, but with persistence it  can be solved. 
A r a re  eclipse of Iapetus by Saturn and its rings in January 1978 afforded an 
opportunity to observe for the first time since the invention of the bolometer the change 
in brightness temperature of the satellYe with changes in solar insolation. Portions of 
the event were successfully observed at 20 pm in Hawaii, California, and Arizona, 
though the results a re  in a very preliminary state at this time. The Hawaii observa- 
tions (Cruikshank and Becklin 1978) a r e  shown in Figure 16; the changing 20-pm flux 
occurred as lapetus passed through the shadow of Ring 
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emersion from the ring shadow was predicted (by Alan Harris) at 1100 UT, but the 
satellite surface had clearly begun to warm up starting a t  about 1030 UT. This sug- 
gests that the outer extremities of Ring A are partly transparent, a result known 
earlier from observations of stellar occultations. There is evidence that the thermal 
response of tht uppermost surface layeris) of the regolith of Iapetus is almost instan- 
taneous, indicating, as in the case of the Galilean satellites (Morrison and Cruikshank 
1973, Hansen 1973) that the thermal conductivity and the thermal inertia a re  extremely 
low. Detailed models of the Iapetus data may put realistic constraints on the presence 
of atmospheric gases on this satellite because of the strong effect of an atmosphere on the 
thermal conductivity of the dendritic surface microstructure presumed to exist on Iapetus. 
The reason for the stunning asymmetry in the distributian of frost, hence the 
brightness, on the leading and trailing faces of Iapetus is not understood. Hypotheses 
proposed have included both preferential deposition of frost on the trailing hemisphere 
and preferential removal of frost from the leading hemisphere, but neither can be 
satisfactorily modeled, especially in view of the more nearly uniform distribution of 
bright (or  dark) materials on the other satellites. A more recent hypothesis suggests 
that dark material generated from impacts on Phoebe might preferentially accumulate 
on the leading face of Iapetus as the particles spiral toward Saturn, but this, too, 
requires detailed modeling, In this context, the determination of the nature (at least 
albedo) of the surface of Phoebe is of interest. 
Except for Titan, nothing is known about the presence of atmospheres on the 
satellites of Saturn, but the Fink et al. (1976) spectra would have shown methane o r  
ammonia had either gas been present in even very small amounts. Water frost has a 
finite vapor pressure, and water vapor will dissociate in the presence of solar  ultra- 
violet Light with spectroscopically identifiable oxygen as one byproduct. Searches for 
oxygea surrounding the icy Galilean satellites have s o  far  been negative, however, and 
the reduced vapor pressure at the lower temperature of the Saturn satellites, plus the 
lesser  solar  ultraviolet flux, makes the detection from earth of oxygen around Rhea, 
for example, unlikely. 
INTERIOR STRUCTURES OF THE SATELLITES 
The principal studies of the interior structures and thermal histories of small 
bodies in the outer solar  system have been those of Lewis (1971a, b, 1972) and 
Consolmagno and Lewis (197 6), who have described equilibrium and disequilibrium 
models of condensation from the solar nebula. In the most recent exposition of this 
-k, Consolmagno and Lewis (1977) have shown that for condensation a t  T = 160 K o r  
less, body will have a bulk composition consisting of C1 chondritic material and 
water ice in roughly equal proportions if the process is slow enough to permit mainte- 
nance of chemical equilibrium with the surrounding solar nebula. If condensation 
occurs too fast, disequilibrium occurs and the body is  built up of layers that do not 
interact chemically with one another. Such a body will have a high-density core 
surrounded by a mantle of ice and ammonium hydrosulfide, with an ultimate crust of 
ammonia ice. 
The total mean densities of both types of satellite will be about the same, and 
within the range of the probable densities of the Saturn satellites, except Titan. The 
higher mean density of Titan suggests a larger volume fraction of silicate material. 
The thermal histories of the small satellites depend on their compositions 
because of the different melting temperatures of various ices. If only C1 material and 
water ice a r e  present, satellites less than 650 km in radius will probably not melt, 
and bodies as large a s  1000 km will melt and differentiate only slightly. In models 
where ammonia compounds are present, smaller bodies will melt because of the low- 
ered melting temperature, and satellites of 700 to 1000 km radius will be stgr.ificantly 
differentiated with a core of siljcatss, a mantle consisting of w a k r  ice and aq 
ammonia-water solution, plus a crust  of water ice a few hundred kilometers thick. 
The thermal history of Titan is much more complex because of its greater s ize 
(with higher internal pressure) .and possible larger volume fraction of silicate 
minerals. Melting occurs early in the history of a satellite this large, and acceler- 
ates as energy is released by the gravitational settling of denser fractions. The 
thermal histories of large bodies a r e  perhaps more properly termed cooling histories, 
and the formation of different pressure phases of the ices in the interiors of these 
objects, plus the chemical interactions of the different constituents has only begun to 
be studied. 
SUMMARY 
I t  is useful a t  this point to summarize our understanding of each satellite 
individually; we consider them radially outward from Saturn. 
1. - S 11 If it exists, S 11 is probably an icy satellite with high albedo and 
radius several tans of kilometers. I t  may be, a s  Aksnes and Franklin suggest, just 
one member of a family of extended ring particles near the Roche limit. Verification 
of its existence will probably await the next passage of the earth through the ring 
plane, o r  perhaps spacecraft imagery. 
2. - Janus If Janus really exists, it is probably indistinguishable from S 11 and 
any other members of the ring-tip family of satellites, but additional data a re  clearly 
required. 
3. Mimas By inference and analogy, the surface, and perhaps the bulk com- 
position, of Rlimas is dominated by water frost. Mimas is less than half the size of 
the largest asteroids. 
4. Enceladus The only relevant data ~ndicate that Enceladus is a frost- 
covered satellite, though there is a suggestion of a leading-trailing asymmetry in the 
same sense as that observed on Iapetus. If correct, there may exist a further clue 
to the puzzling case of Iapetus. Enceladus is about the same size as Mimas, but there 
is marginal evidence that its mean density is a bit greater, though still in the range 
of total volatile composition. 
5. Tethys Another icy satellite, Tethys is about the same size as the largest 
asteroids, though its albedo is much higher. The frost appears uniformly distributed 
around the body, 
6. Dione Dione is indistinguishable from Tethys at the present level of 
precision of the relevant data. 
7. - Rhea Frost dominates the surface of Rhea, and the albedo is uniformly 
high around the satellite. It  is larger than the largest asteroids, but is still  only half 
the size of Titan and the Galilean satellites. The mass, hence the density, is 
unhown, but frozen volatiles probably a re  the bulk compositional constituents. 
8. - Titan Titan dominates the satellite family in terms of diameter and mass, 
and exerts a measurable gravitational force on other bodies in the system. Its opaque 
atmosphere controls its photometric properties, and we horn nothing of its surface. 
The mean density of Tih is uncertain, but is probably less than 2 g ~ m ' ~ ,  suggesting 
that the interior contains only a very small fraction of silicates in additi jn to the 
presumed condensed volatiles. Titan presents an interesting contrast to  the icy 
satellites interior to it. 
9. Hyperion Apparentl:~ another non-icy satellite, Hyperion exists in a grav- 
itational relationship with Titan, and its orbital (and rotational) history may have been 
controlled by the larger body. Sketchy evidence appears to show a compositional 
similarity between the surface of Hyperion and satellites of Uranus and Neptune, F ,i 
the nature of the material has not yet been deciphered. Hyperion is very smali. 
10. Iapetus - One of the great puzzles of the solar system is the asymmetry 
in the distribution of frost on the surface of this satellite; the leading face may be 
dark, and the trailing hemisphere is largely covered with water frost. Iapetus i s  
comparable in size with the largest asteroids, and it is the first  satellite outward from 
Saturn whose orbit is inclined significantly to the ring/satellite plane. Thermal eclipse 
data appear to indicate a very low densitj. upper surface layer. 
11. Phoebe Marginal evidence suggests that Phoebe's surface is dark, in 
which case material removed by impacting space debris may be the source of the dark 
material on Idpetus. Phoebe moves retrograde in its large orbit, a t  a high inclination 
to the ring plane. There is no evidence on the question of surface composition. 
Ground-based observational techniques have not been e x h ~ ~ s t e d  in the study of 
the satellites of Saturn. Infrared apectra can be obtained for all members of the sys- 
tem with the exception of Janus acd S 11, with instruments ir. existence o r  under 
development, thus giving us the possibility of studying the composition of Mimas, 
Hyperion, the dark side of lapetus, and Phoebe. The largest telescopes and most 
sensitive detectors a r e  required, however, so  progrsss on these problems will be 
slow. 
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DISC tTSSaON 
n. 3lORRISOh': Since y m  mentioned the recent lapetus eclipse, I think it would 
be appropriate to read into the record the bstrzct of a preprint that I received from 
K. .4ksnes .and F. A. Franklin of a paper c .d blutual Phenomena of Saturn's Satellites 
In 1979- 1950. ('fits paper has since app ed in lcorus (1970). 34, 194-207.) 
"[,'sing tu:o sets o f  orbital . ',-rnent. . .I the mdii o f  the Saturnian satellites I 
(.!lrmrrc,l through 7 (Hyperion), - * / that from Oct. 1979 uotil Aug. IM0 
neadv 300 mutual eclipses and L ,.. tions incoluirag these hodics will occur. To 
allou for thc cxpected errors in the .te!lite emphemerides. we repeat the* cal- 
culations in order to obtain thit addlrior~l ecents that occur when all satellite 
radii (save 7'itan's) am incwcrstld by 1000 krn. A third listing predicts ~c.lipses o f  
satellites b-v (the shadou* o f )  the ring. Photometric obsenwtions o f  a large plumber 
o f  these events ulill add much pn*c* information to our knowledge o f  the 
Satlrrrtran systgrn :I!  a critical time. " 
n*-ve. D. CRlrIKStG4NK: These eclipses and occultations will be tough to ~t\q.., 
G. sIS~OE: A r e  the leading faces of a l l  the satellites interior to Tihn brighter 
than tbe trailing hces ? 
D. CRUIKSHAKK: KO, they're not. There Is some marginal evidence that 
Enceladus Is  oriented the same way that Iapetus is, namely, that the face in the lend- 
ing direction is darker  than tbe trailing face. That conclusion was based on insuffi- 
cient photometric data that are intrinsically very difftcult to get. 
In the case of h I i w ,  we have no data akfcver. But i t  is interesting to spec- 
ulate about the difference behven the reflectance of the icy satellites acd the ~-cflr?c- 
tance of the rings, specifically shor t  of 500 urn. Tbe rings, as you know, drop off 
toward the LV, while the satellites am flat. Where does the transition occur? Doe3 
it occur at the edge of the rings? Does i t  occur with S-11 o r  Janus o r  Ximas '.' It 
would be very interesting to fmd out. 
I might p i n t  out that a lot of these problem3 that still remain on the satellites 
of Saturn are soluble. We can ge t  better spectra and better photometry, but i t  takes 
big telescopes with sensitive detectors. 
D. MORRISOX: There also will be a much improved opportuniw in the nest 
couple of years because of the rings being on edge. The scattered light problem \\ill 
be substantially less for the inner satellites. 
J. CUZ ZI: In tk spectra  of Callisto and Ganj-mede, can you resolct thc I-OC!-; 
component from the ice component? Also, do  you see less  reddening in t!w o x t s T -  
Galilean satellites than you do in 10 and Europa? In the Saturn system you see the 
Saturn satellites having flat spectra and the rings k i n g  red, and I wonciercti if :; 
similar  effect was seen in  the Ga1ile.m satellites. 
D. 3IORRISOh': There are such major compositional differences f r ~ m  one 
Galilean satellite to another that such 2 systematic effect is probably maskcd. ?'hntls 
why it's interesting to talk about the ensemb.e of the rings the sak l l i tes  for Saturn. 
As far as w e  knoiv, they al l  have surfaces with about the same c o ~ p s i t i o n  - mainly 
water ice. It is a more homogeneous sample, at least to first order. 
